
Effects of colchicine on risk of cardiovascular
events and mortality among patients with
gout: the effect of index date selection?

We read with great interest the study by Solomon et al1 regard-
ing the effect of colchicine on risk of cardiovascular (CV) events
and all-cause mortality. In their study, they report a marked
reduction in the number of CV events and all-cause mortality
with the use of colchicine when compared with a reference
group not using this drug. Sensitivity analyses mimicking an
intention to treat approach showed similar results. Interestingly,
no clear gradient of effect according to duration of use was
found. The striking protective effect and the limited evidence
for a causal relationship raised some questions regarding meth-
odological aspects of this study that we feel warrants further
discussion.

We agree with the authors that the non-users may have been
sicker despite similar baseline characteristics, and therefore did
not receive colchicine. We would like to propose an extension
to this theory. As described in the methods section, non-users
were matched by age, gender and index date. In order to min-
imise selection bias, a non-user is usually assigned the index
date of his matched exposed patient.2 3 While this was the case
in this study, an additional condition for the non-user (control)
index date was required. In order to be eligible for matching,
non-users had to have a Medicare visit, which could include
hospitalisations or physician visits, on the same day as the col-
chicine user index date. This would entail that patients who
were eligible to be matched were not average patients, but those
who had a reason to visit a physician. Inherently, the non-users
were then likely to have an illness (ie, reason to visit the phys-
ician) on or close to the index date. Moreover, if the visit was
for, or associated with, one of the CVoutcomes, this could have
led to the selection of a high-risk reference group. If this were
true we would expect higher rates of CV outcomes among the
control patients immediately following the index date, with a
waning of risk during follow-up. Indeed this is what is suggested
by the results in this study, and particularly in the sensitivity

analysis, where control patients with a physician visit, which
was interpreted as the index date, are more likely to experience
the outcome shortly after the index date rather than later.
Perhaps excluding patients with visits related to the outcomes,
or assigning control patients a random index date (ie, incident
density sampling), would help mediate concerns of a sicker
control group.
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